
Power Clean
Super Concentrated Traffic Soil Remover

- Super concentrated formulation. 
- Highly effective in both hard and soft water areas.
- Safe on paintwork.

The deep cleaning action of this powerful traffic film remover will quickly remove even the most stubborn of road soils including the 
greasy film caused by vehicle exhausts.

TFR will rapidly restore all types of vehicles, big or small, to pristine condition with little effort from the user.  Just spray, rinse and 
watch the magic happen!  Any stubborn marks and soiling can simply be brushed away.  

The super concentrated formula of TFR means it is extremely economical in use. The dilution rate can easily be adjusted to offer 
maximum performance for any level of soiling or type of pressure washer used to apply the product. Cars, vans, lorries, bikes and 
more can be thoroughly cleaned with TFR traffic film remover.

TFR is ideal for use in both hard and soft water areas, with no degradation in performance with varying on the water quality.  Used in 
the correct dilutions, this powerful traffic film remover is completely safe to use on all kinds of vehicle paintwork and finishing.

TFR will not create any build-up on the inside of power washers or around heating coils.

Directions for use: 

With variable control pressure machines, adjust the output for 1:50 to 1:150 dependant on degree of soiling to be removed.  For non-
variable machines some pre-dilution may be necessary to achieve the optimum working strength.
Spray the vehicle thoroughly so that all the bodywork is covered evenly with the solution.  Leave to soak for 1 minute then rinse 
thoroughly with clean water using a high-pressure sprayer.  Apply cleaner bottom up and rinse off top down for streak free finishing.

ALWAYS CHECK ON AN INCONSPICUOUS AREA FIRST TO ENSURE COMPATIBILITY.

Liquid Science Solutions Ltd.
Bentley Wood Way
Network 65 Business Park
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Tel: 01282 831251

Cert no: 10184

Availability:  5L, 25L, 210L, 1000L
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